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Likely Causes:
It is clear that arson is likely to be the primary cause of the “wild”fires we've seen over so much of
Washington, Oregon and California this month (September 2020). Clearer still is the fact that the
government-approved media isn't likely to report on it.
The simple fact is that most people who haven't read my book (also free in PDF format at my website)
are in no position to easily understand this short article about the wildfires. Please read that first. I
believe that with G-d's help it will begin to turn the world right-side-up.
We've witnessed months of semi-professional hooligans setting fires and breaking windows and doing
all kinds of strange things in downtown Portland. It is already very clear these people are not from the
area, and they have been hired and/or programmed (through trauma-based conditioning) to do what
they've been doing after arriving from other parts of the country. Now when all of these wildfires
suddenly have broken out, and there are numerous reports from mainstream sources about arson being
a factor, we have been told not to imagine that arson is a significant factor. Let's examine that:
Southern Oregon arson, as reported by mainstream news: KLCC, or “NPR for Oregonians” gives us
this headline from September 11th, 2020: “Southern Oregon police make arson arrest for second blaze
set during Almeda Fire”. [1]
September 10th New York Times article reports that Washington man tried to set a fire in a median: This
article [2] worked hard to try to dispel “rumors” that arson was a major factor in the west coast fires.
However, it conceded:
...But officials in Washington State reported one case they believe was arson, arresting a man
they say was in a highway median setting a fire. That fire was soon extinguished...
Thankfully I also learned from one person that a man was seen setting fires in Wildwood, a recreation
area past Sandy and very close to Mt. Hood. I haven't yet found the primary source to confirm this.
UPDATE 9/13/2020: The person who told me about this says they can no longer find the original
Facebook story, which linked to a news article about the arson attempt in Wildwood.
Another person has informed me that during this wildfire event in Oregon someone put cloth on the gas
line of a hotel in downtown Portland and lit it on fire. The picture I saw appeared to have been taken
during the daytime, and therefore was probably not part of the protests that have been happening in
Portland. [3]
On 9/12/2020 I heard on KOIN 6 News that a place in Corbett caught fire because of fireworks that
were set off right next to a wooded area. [4] From the particulars of the story, I would assume this was
done intentionally. The very next segment was about an Oregon deputy in Clackamas County that was
put on leave because he dared to say that the wildfires had been started by Antifa. [5] This makes me
concerned about the integrity of whoever it was in a leadership capacity that reportedly put him on
leave. And apparently the Oregon State Fire Marshal was just placed on paid administrative leave and
resigned hours later, meaning that he has been replaced by a new fire marshal, with the stated approval
of Governor Brown. [6] I don't know the meaning of this, but it makes me uneasy since I haven't heard
of any of Governor Brown's policies so far that I agree with so it seems unlikely that I'd agree with all
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of her approved appointees. Worse still, I have to wonder if the Oregon State Fire Marshal may have
been put on leave for the same reason that Clackamas County deputy was put on leave—would the
local news, which has been shamelessly peddling vaccines for months and years and decades, report on
it if that were the case?
I don't think we have enough evidence to say “the majority of the wildfires were certainly started by
people—arsonists—and not by power lines or lightning strikes or other accidental causes.” I think we
have evidence enough to say: “There is a pattern of arson here, at least in Oregon and Washington, and
we haven't looked at California.” I don't think we have enough evidence to say that the arsonists “are
definitely Antifa” (which seems fairly likely to me, but really I think the deep state is the likeliest
culprit, ultimately—and that applies whether or not Antifa did this) or to say “It was definitely the
Proud Boys” (which seems vanishingly unlikely to me, but has been one of the relevant rumors).
Please note that arson doesn't have to be done by a human being with his boots on the ground. It could
be done remotely, through the action of a drone. It could be done remotely, through the action of a
deep state operative pressing a button to cause a smart meter to go up in flames (and the likelihood that
this strategy has already been used on dissidents in discussed in my book). It is well-known in the antismart meter activism community that fire marshals have been instructed they are never to blame the
meter, and always to blame “faulty” electrical wiring. It appears that whether they go beyond this bad
training is up to them.
Why would fire marshals have suspicion that any of those fires near which arsonists weren't actually
seen/reported were caused by arsonists? It is my assumption that in years past the procedure of a fire
marshal would be to generally rule that a wildfire in a rural place was caused by natural causes or
power lines, but I personally don't think that ruling can be made as often today! There are political
reasons why arson has become so common in our area lately.
Lashon hara as a likely cause: On 9/11/2020 KGW reported that we (in the Portland area) had the
worst air quality in the world. So, if there's bad air quality, then look who's talking! Maybe the talking
itself has more to do with the air quality than the fires! Chofetz Chaim | A Lesson A Day says to flee
lashon hara “like from a fire,” [7] so maybe this disaster (authorized by G-d whether natural or
unnatural—and carried out, I think, by a rogue government) has something to do with evil talk, i.e.
perhaps the meaning is: if they won't flee from gossip as they would flee from a fire then they'll flee
from an actual fire. This is speculation.
It is clear that the Orthodox Jews have interpreted the wearing of masks during the coronavirus
lockdowns as being related to lashon hara, and I would agree with this strongly (though I'll admit I'm a
bit obsessed with guarding the tongue, as anyone can see from reading my book).
...The COVID-19 masks reminded us that we need to shut our lips to block harmful statements
and gossip... [8]
Could it be possible that the fires here have also been related to evil talk?
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Political Objectives of the Covert Dictators:
My book showed that it is very easily proven that America has long been living under a covert
dictatorship, and this is only on account of the sins of Americans. Repentance will make our activism
efforts—the right ones—successful, and make this country a good place to live.
In the meantime there is a very large struggle happening. There are efforts to ban the internal
combustion engine, to ban wood stoves, and the like. I expect they might try for barbecues next.
Personally, I wonder if leftists want to ban matches and lighters, too. Some readers might laugh. I'm
not laughing; please read my book.
In any case, the New York Times certainly wasted no time in saying that global warming was to blame:
...The root cause of global warming is human behavior, and a major part of the solution is to
reduce fossil fuel use, which pumps planet-warming gases into the atmosphere. But meantime
there are steps that can lessen the wildfire damage even as countries work to cut emissions.
Limiting the Damage
One major reason that wildfires are becoming increasingly costly is that more Americans are
moving to areas outside of cities near forests, known as the wildland-urban interface... [2]
Let me translate that for you: implementation of UN Agenda 21/the Wildlands Project (as covered in
my book) is the answer, since that would eliminate private property, force everyone into stack-andpack, Soviet-style housing units and make certain that nobody approaches the so-called wildland-urban
interface. NYT, the so-called “newspaper of record” (!), is saying here that people should be more
urban instead of doing what the government they approve of (the UN) doesn't want: moving to the
country. They want to pass laws to make it illegal to live in the country. So in this article they pretend
that living in the country is the problem.
We can see that someone made a fake graphic:
...The Medford Police Department had to take similar action Wednesday as a screen snip
fashioned to look like a post from the department's official Facebook account made the rounds
online.
"This is a made up graphic and story," police said. "We did not arrest this person for arson, nor
anyone affiliated with Antifa or 'Proud Boys' as we’ve heard throughout the day. Also, no confirmed gatherings of Antifa which has also been reported." ... [9]
Who, then, would manufacture a fake graphic that would quickly be identified as a fake by the police
department it impersonated? The deep state. Their goal, presumably, was to create one fake
graphic/fake story (or perhaps more than one) in the hope that police departments would automatically
be turned against the concerned citizens that brought it to their attention and automatically be turned
against the (correct) concept of conspiracy theorizing. “Divide and conquer” (i.e. divide the police
departments from the citizens they protect, in order to conquer the citizens they protect) has been their
goal. They assumed that busy police departments won't investigate the many reports of arson, and will
tell residents of Oregon, Washington and California that they are stupid for bringing it up.
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In my book I showed that the California wildfires were used in 2019 as a pretext for turning off the
electricity. We have seen a similar thing happen here in Oregon this year: the power was shut off along
Highway 26 to Mt. Hood during a time of strong east winds, with the stated goal of preventing fires.
This is the first time this has been done in Oregon's history. I wonder if there is a political motivation
for this activity (i.e. following in the footsteps of California). I'm not going to say that I'm absolutely
certain there is no time when electrical power should be interrupted to prevent fires, because I admit I
don't know enough about that. I'm just saying that California and Oregon have been some of the most
leftist places in the world, at least in their urban areas, and we can see that there may be political
reasons for the action that was taken.
Regardless of whether the power interruptions (for days) very near Mt. Hood were politicallymotivated, it is clear that there are certain people who intend to use the wildfires of this year (2020) for
their purposes. At bare minimum, they want martial law and they want certain “global warming”
legislation passed. Last year, in 2019, our state (Oregon) was very, very near to a minor civil war
incident when Republican state senator Brian Boquist sought refuge from a militia group after he was
told that police had been dispatched to bring him to the capitol for the cap-and-trade vote from which
his party had walked out. This police dispatch was at the order of Governor Kate Brown, who had
supported a walkout by Democrats in 2001 [10,11,12] (and of course nobody dispatched the police in
2001 to force the Democrats to vote!!!). Sen. Boquist wrote that they should “Send bachelors and
come heavily armed. I'm not going to be a political prisoner in the state of Oregon. It's just that
simple.” He noted that he had been overseas as a political prisoner and didn't want a repeat of that here
in the USA. Predictably, many would-be gun confiscators have sought to marginalize Senator Boquist
after this, forcing him to give notice before entering the capitol and pretending he's some kind of a
dangerous person. The dangerous people are the ones who want the UN to have all the guns and
everyone else disarmed! Every sane sheriff knows that when the residents of his county are armed,
there is more stability. This applies to international relations, too.
If the Governor of Oregon, clearly more of a normal person than the rioters (but with the absolute
wrong ideology), was willing to risk the lives of a state senator and his neighbors' sons in uniform over
a climate change vote, is it so outrageous to say that others would be willing to light fires in order to
make a pretext for passing the same kind of vote somewhat more than a year later? Is it outrageous to
say that in a time when downtown Portland has been world-famous for ordering police to do very little
while people light fires, shoot fireworks at police, break windows, and do all kinds of bizarre rioting
activity it might be possible the unusually extreme forest fire season could be related? Securitization of
climate was discussed in the book. There can be no doubt that those who seek to pass climate change
bills are likely to start calling people who think differently “terrorists,” unless they do their homework
(in this article and more importantly in my book) and turn back from false beliefs.
Do they have martial law? Well, they have the National Guard deployed and they have curfews.
FEMA has been bringing supplies to Bothell, WA as a staging point. I think that's pretty much the
definition of martial law. Martial law has been the result, plain and simple. I say the social engineers
started with the desired result and worked their way backwards in increments to arrive at the plan for
setting a bunch of fires here. Now let's not forget the total gun confiscation that happened as “beta
testing,” so to speak, in 2005 in Hurrcane Katrina (please see my book). So maybe they believe that
they need to get the National Guard used to operating in the streets of America, and then get then used
to doing things citizens object to, and then give the orders for a forced coronavirus vaccine (and then
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another, and another, and another...). But this event has made it clear to me that this forest fire business
is just the kind of thing they would do in our area (since we don't get hurricanes and tornadoes) in order
to get people to accept Agenda 21: they would light a bunch of fires at a time when the wind is blowing
the smoke into the most populated areas, and they would give evacuation orders, real or exaggerated
(Level 1, Level 2 and finally Level 3), and they would ultimately say, “Sorry! Your house burned down
—very sad. I guess you have to live in a Soviet-style apartment in the city because we're making
private property ownership illegal and putting a fence around the city to keep people out of the country;
it's so obvious this was all caused by global warming so we just have to forget about politics right now
and just stick together. Don't worry—the government will take care of all the farming. Eat your
Roundup-soaked, GMO soy flakes and roll up your sleeve!” If we are righteous, I believe the majority
of the police won't follow orders they may be given to do this sort of thing. If we are wicked, the
majority of the police certainly will follow those orders.
Weather modification activity? It is already known that the government is using weather modification
technologies including aerosols and stratospheric aerosols (chemtrails) and ionospheric heaters
(HAARP being one of dozens of such installations worldwide) to modify the weather to cause people
to believe “global warming” is causing lots and lots of extreme weather events in America; in reality, a
large percentage of these events are probably more ordinary weather events that were built upon with
those technologies to exaggerate their effects. I wonder if it would be possible for the ionospheric
heater in Gakona, AK to induce/exaggerate the very unusual change in wind pattern we observed here
(the transition in summer to a strong East wind). That being said, I do not at all know enough about the
weather here to say if it's perfectly ordinary for a strong East wind to happen in the summertime
occasionally. If a strong East wind is normal in the summer, we really noticed it this time because of
the smoke it carried. I leave the question to the experts in this field (Dr. Nick Begich, Clifford
Carnicom, etc.).
Reminder about “climate terrorism”: My book actually included a reference about the potential for
something called climate terrorism, in which terrorist acts would be done in order to spur certain
legislation. There can be no doubt that intentionally burning enormous amounts of forested land,
killing people and destroying many homes could be a form of terrorism—and if the folks who hired
and/or brutally programmed the arsonists intended, in part, for “global warming” legislation to be one
outcome and martial law to be another, then the hirers/programmers must be brought to justice, perhaps
more so than the arsonists themselves.
The article [3] I cited about the man who tried to light a hotel gas line on fire included a link to a
Reuters article [13] about a similar (and larger) incident in Canada. We shouldn't assume that all of the
fires were natural/accidental. I'm not a police department; I'm just one person and I've heard five (and
confirmed four) reports of arson in just a few days in Oregon and California.
Reminder about “global warming”: It's important to re-state here that the 6-DVD series Global
Warming | An Inconvenient Lie by G. Edward Griffin (sold by his excellent Reality Zone bookstore)
shows what it's title suggests. Recently, G. Edward Griffin also has recommended a much shorter,
related presentation [14] which is not in that 6-DVD series (and it's free, too).
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Solutions:
The way in which conservation is being done is part of the problem. It actually creates a problem for
biodiversity, too. Not very many types of plants or animals live in deep woods, but the goal (or at least
the outcome) of many conservation projects is to make vast, uninterrupted tracts of uninhabited land
into exactly that: deep woods. Plant species live in great variety in transition areas, and the animals do
the same. It's axiomatic and universally accepted that deep woods actually cannot support that many
animals (and it should be clear that there isn't nearly so much variety of plant life under that thick forest
canopy which blocks out most sunlight). Transition areas also can provide a bit of a fire-break. Vast
areas of deep woods which are entirely devoid of transition areas don't have the benefit of this feature.
Transition areas, by the way, are places where forest/thick brush meets field/more open areas.
The concept of “transition areas,” applied in a different way, also increase agricultural productivity.
The chapter of my book which covers the only right way of growing food (the method that was used in
the Garden of Eden) was only an abbreviated explanation of that method of growing food. One thing
which went unmentioned is the fact that partial shade is a benefit, an advantage. That is to say: one
might assume that growing everything in full sun is the best way. In fact, this is not the case. In the
heat of summer there are a lot of plants that suffer from having full sun all day. And the overhanging
limbs can be protective against cold and act as a snow-break in the winter. Overall, this use of
transition areas/partial shade is an excellent means of moderating the weather in a garden/orchard. This
can be done in a very neat and organized way that doesn't look unplanned. Further, the act of chipping
up branches into wood chips to make mulch actually creates a fire-retardant: the mulch itself, which
retains water like a sponge. This is not so much the case with forest litter that falls naturally and isn't
“cleaned up” in this way by mankind—that forest litter takes a while to become topsoil as the branches
break down and decay. I'm not saying that the whole world should have no fallen branches; I'm saying
there's an imbalance. There are too many people packed too close together, and there are people still
believing that nobody should ever cut down even one tree in a wild area. When people realize that this
method of growing food (as explained in the relevant chapter in my book) can reverse desertification,
they'll know that the world's people are packed too close together and there are many frontiers to be
made habitable (much more habitable than the very nicest of the lush places today).
Part of the answer, then, is for more people to be on the land—not fewer. Don't get me wrong; we need
some areas of deep woods, too, but not in imbalance. None of this discussion is expected to make
much sense to most of the people that haven't read my book—that's why a prerequisite is a prerequisite.
Vitamin A—retinol, the animal form of vitamin A which is not found in any plant foods—is needed for
dealing with dioxins from wood smoke, according to WAPF President Sally Fallon Morell. Their diet
is one of the most important nutritional schools of thought and is usually where I have people get
started, when it comes to food (Dr. Joel Wallach's mineral research is number two). Cod liver oil (I
recommend Rosita and Dropi, brands which leave the cod liver oil raw and completely unprocessed so
as not to destroy the naturally-occurring fat-soluble vitamins A and D) and liver (from pastured
animals) are the richest sources of vitamin A.
People need to keep G-d's laws—the Seven Noahide Laws—in all their fine details. The Divine Code
by Rabbi Moshe Weiner (now in its 4th Edition) is the best way to learn about these details (and it was
Rabbi Tovia Singer's two-volume book Let's Get Biblical! | Why Doesn't Judaism Accept the Christian
Messiah? that brought me to understand why the Orthodox Jews have always had it right). I personally
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wonder if guarding the tongue has anything to do with the wildfires we've seen here recently, but I do
not know. There may be another good reason to believe that guarding the tongue is a matter related to
the fires we've seen here on the West coast: the government-approved news organizations have been
marching in lockstep, saying “Stop spreading rumors!”. [15] Perhaps the real meaning of this, from a
religious perspective, is that if we aren't careful about not spreading gossip and rumors about our
neighbors and the like, then we'll have a meddling, micro-managing nanny state set over us (by the
hand of G-d) that will tell us we don't have a First Amendment (or a Second Amendment, or any part of
the Constitution, for that matter) and try to police all of our words and our thoughts.
Another indicator that we may be dealing with Divine “punishment” (so to speak—is it really
punishment when a loving father spanks his children to keep them from running in traffic again?) for
evil talk: we've heard about “super spreader” events for months and months while the media repeats
falsified death counts attributed to the coronavirus. They told us (paraphrase): don't go to a party; it's
so dangerous; it might be a “super-spreader” event. Yes, folks, a party might be a super-spreader
even...for lashon hara/gossip, one of the very most serious sins imaginable! If you want your prayers
to go unanswered, then continuing to gossip would be a way of accomplishing that goal. But
technology has made it easy for anyone to spread gossip even without going anywhere, without visiting
anyone in person. Because we are given free will, we have the option to say horrible things about our
friends, family, neighbors (Heaven forbid) and send the gossip all over the world in a matter of
seconds. We can see from the coronavirus lockdowns that life and death are in the power of the tongue
—the tainted wind that comes out of the mouth of the gossiper can, ultimately, kill (i.e. through poverty
caused by the lockdowns). Similarly, a strong east wind fanned the flames and made serious forest
fires into super-spreader events. For those who might think this is so farfetched, I encourage a reading
of Psalm 120, with Rashi's commentary (if the commentary doesn't show between the lines, please
click on the 'SHOW' button next to 'RASHI'S COMMENTARY'). [16] It's a very short psalm. I think
the connection is perhaps a little clearer in the ArtScroll Tanach Stone Edition than in the Chabad.org
Tanach.
So, readers: when the news “authorities” tell you “Stop spreading rumors!” I urge you to listen to what
they're saying, even though they are mostly saying it about the wrong thing. Yes, it is clear that arson
has been a great big part of the fires we've seen in Oregon and perhaps Washington (and again: I
haven't even looked at California). We don't know if it was “Antifa” or “the Proud Boys”; I don't have
any clear evidence about any of that right now. I am amazed at how many reports of arson have come
in and yet the media has latched on (like a pit bull) to one thing (the fact there's no proof—at least none
that I've seen—that it was certainly done by Antifa) at the expense of the elephant in the room: we can't
assume the fires were mostly natural/mostly accidental! I always encourage people to do their own
research and check their own references; that is essential and not optional. Please check every
reference in this article—and much more importantly, please check every reference in my book. That's
what the hyperlinks are for (though the book is easier to read when it's actually printed out as a
hardcopy manuscript).
When the world is keeping G-d's laws...no more rogue government. No more days of adversity.
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